Patient compliance: a determinant of patient satisfaction?
Recent studies have shown that there is a distinct relationship between patient satisfaction and patient compliance in orthodontic treatment. The aim of this study was to investigate whether patient compliance, as noticed and recorded by the orthodontist during treatment, can be used as a determinant of patient's satisfaction in the long run. Documentation of 100 patients who completed active orthodontic treatment in the year 2000 at the Academic Centre of Dentistry Amsterdam was analyzed, and compliance scores for patients were computed. Three years after completion of active orthodontic treatment, a questionnaire about satisfaction was sent to all subjects. Items were divided over six subscales on the basis of item content. Compliance and satisfaction scores of both sexes were compared, and correlations between compliance and satisfaction were explored. Regression analyses were done to examine the predictive value of sex and compliance on patient satisfaction. No significant correlations between compliance and satisfaction scores were found. Sex, but not compliance, predicted the patient's satisfaction with the doctor-patient relationship and the situational aspects of the treatment. Compliance, as noticed and recorded by the orthodontist during treatment, is not a decisive determinant of patient satisfaction in the long run. Sex, however, is a predictor of patient satisfaction with regard to the doctor-patient relationship and the situational aspects of the orthodontic treatment.